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 Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment. Note: Do not include 

 suicidal or self-mutilating behavior covered in criterion 5.

 A pattern of unstable and intense interpersonal relationships characterized by 

 alternating between extremes of idealization and devaluation.

 Identity disturbance: markedly and persistently unstable self-image or sense of self.

 Impulsivity in at least 2 areas that are potentially self-damaging (e.g., spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless driving, binge 
eating). Note: Do not include suicidal or self-mutilating behavior covered in criterion 5.

 Recurrent suicidal behavior, gestures or threats, or self-mutilating behavior.

 Affective instability due to a marked reactivity of mood (e.g., intense episodic dysphoria, irritability or anxiety usually lasting a 
few hours and only rarely more than a few days).

 Chronic feelings of emptiness.

 Inappropriate, intense anger or difficulty controlling anger (e.g., frequent displays of temper, constant anger, recurrent physical 
fights).

 Transient, stress-related paranoid ideation or severe dissociative symptoms.

 Reprinted with permission from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text 
Revision.11 Copyright © 2000 American Psychiatric Association.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3494330/#b11-1841789


Things I hear that make me cringe: 

 Borderline Personality Disorder is 
untreatable

 They just want to get attention

 They will manipulate you

 Ugh another “borderline”

 They are “SO EXHAUSTING”

Trauma Informed way of looking at it

 There are many evidence-based 
treatments including DBT that have been 
proven to allow for “BPD in remission

 People from invalidating environments 
have learned to find validation through 
ineffective behaviors

 When a person has not been seen or heard 
their system develops ways to be seen and 
heard

 This person is in a lot of pain. They meet 
criteria for the diagnosis of Borderline 
personality disorder







Person is trying to 

tell parents she is 

hurt

Parents perceive 

this as just 

wanting attention 

and punish

Things become so 

intense that person 

responds with a 

large amount of 

intensity





1.Stay Awake: Unbiased listening and observing

2.Accurately reflect

3.Articulating the unverbalized emotions, thoughts, or behavior patterns

4.Validation in terms of past learning or biological functioning

5.Validation in terms of present in text or normative function



 Listen and pay attention

 Reflecting, acknowledging in her point of view

 Working to understand, asking questions, making hypothesis, checking in

 Understanding their problems in context

 Normalize responses when NORMATIVE

 Extending, matching own vulnerability

 Find the kernel of truth



 Positivity

 Warmth

 Agreeing

 Validating the invalid

 Avoidance

 Parroting

 Implying liking







http://www.wisemindbodyhealing.com/



http://bodyalchemy.rebeccamridge.com/



 Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment. Note: Do not include suicidal or self-mutilating behaviour
covered in criterion 5.

 A pattern of unstable and intense interpersonal relationships characterized by alternating between extremes of 
idealization and devaluation.

 Identity disturbance: markedly and persistently unstable self-image or sense of self.

 Impulsivity in at least 2 areas that are potentially self-damaging (e.g., spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless driving, 
binge eating). Note: Do not include suicidal or self-mutilating behaviour covered in criterion 5.

 Recurrent suicidal behaviour, gestures or threats, or self-mutilating behaviour.

 Affective instability due to a marked reactivity of mood (e.g., intense episodic dysphoria, irritability or anxiety usually 
lasting a few hours and only rarely more than a few days).

 Chronic feelings of emptiness.

 Inappropriate, intense anger or difficulty controlling anger (e.g., frequent displays of temper, constant anger, recurrent 
physical fights).

 Transient, stress-related paranoid ideation or severe dissociative symptoms.

*Reprinted with permission from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text 
Revision.11 Copyright © 2000 American Psychiatric Association.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3494330/#b11-1841789


 Safety

 Validation

 Grounding

 Kind irreverence with caution

 Tipp Skills

 Temperature

 Intense exercise

 Paced breathing

 Paired Breathing

 Self Sooth with senses

 Smell

 Taste

 Touch

 Hear

 See



 Consistency

 Compassion

 Empathy

 Checking in on your own distress

 Ability to express your own limits

 Validation

 Putting yourself in the other persons shoes

 Team work

 Foot in the door/ door in the face / turning the table



 Flexibility- Rigidity

 Change- Acceptance

 Apparent Competence- Active passivity

 Self invalidation- emotional validation

 Normalizing pathological behavior- pathologizing normative behaviors

 Forcing autonomy- fostering dependence

 Excessive Leniency- Authoritarian Control
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